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Getting to The Barn Retreat Centre on foot or cycle  

from Totnes station 
 

From the railway station (walking 45-60mins, cycling 25mins):  
Out of station drive, turn left at main road, crossing over at pedestrian lights. 
At Morrison's petrol station take road straight on-ish into town (you'll soon 
walk past Morrison's supermarket on left.)  
 
Keep going straight on over mini roundabout. At Job Centre Plus the road 
swings right. You go straight on, passing the Job Centre to your right.  
 
When the road bears left around the back of the Steam Packet Inn on your left, 
you turn right (signposted National Cycle Network 28), uphill for 30 metres to 
a sign for footpath/cycle route to Ashprington. 
 
Follow this up a long hill, through woodland. Go through a gate at the top, 
continue downhill along this path. 
 
The path sweeps down towards the Sharpham Estate, and then through a gate 
with the Sharpham compass logo on its post. Then continue 200 metres and 
through a third gate.  
 
(Now concentrate for 3 minutes.  If anyone goes wrong, it's here!)   
 
After 100 metres there's a bench on the right (dedicated to Jean Maguire). 
 
Go through (or over) the gate into field, and climb up the hill towards a new 
plantation of trees (not in view, but walking towards 11 o'clock if you stand 
with your back to the gate).  
 
Go though gate to the left of the plantation up track to a concrete drive. Turn 
right to the Barn. 
 
Cycling: Go past Jean Maguire's bench (in walking instructions) for a further 
100 metres to two wooden gates on your right at right angles to each other.  
Go through left hand gate and uphill through another gate which takes you to 
the Barn's concrete drive.  Turn right to Barn. 
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